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A resource list of useful apps for individuals with disabilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Personal Health Records
Symptom / Condition Trackers
Medication
ICE
Caregiver‐to‐Caregiver
Communication
Time Management
Visual Timers
Reminder Apps
To Do List
Step‐by‐Step Instructions
Schedules

12. Visual Schedules
13. Materials Modifications
14. Habit Developer / Behavioral
Modifications
15. Alternative Onscreen
Keyboards
16. Abbreviation‐Expansion
17. Word Prediction
18. Handwriting Recognition
19. Voice Control
20. Speech Recognition

21. Mind Mapping / Graphic
Organizers
22. Outline Development Apps
23. Word Finding / Aphasia
24. Text‐to‐Speech
25. Note taking
26. Reference
27. Math
28. Miscellaneous
29. App Publishers
30. App Reviews

There are thousands of applications or “apps” available smart phones and tablets. For mobile devices, there are three
major operating systems (OS) available: Apple, Android, and Windows Phone. Our presentation and this resource list
focus on Apple apps (iOS) because these are the devices we own and use. If you use a different OS, you may be able to
find the same or similar apps for your operating system.
This is not an complete list of categories of apps for individuals with disabilities, nor is it a complete list of apps. I have
tried to pick out categories of apps that will be useful to individuals who struggle with a wide range of learning issues.
I have included apps which we use, or which have many favorable reviews and are included on “must‐have “ lists.
Because of the number of apps included, we have not been able to vet each app individually. I have included a list of app
review sites at the end of this document for your further evaluation.
I have not included communication apps because the number of apps available is extensive, and users who can benefit
from such apps should work with a augmentative communication specialist to ensure they are matched with the best
app for their needs.
The prices and availability subject to change without notice. The information included on this list was accurate as of
4/27/2015.
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1. Personal Health Records
Care Zone
https://carezone.com/
Always have a list of medications, dosages, and schedules with you. Receive reminders, record doses
taken, and track adherence progress over time. Document symptoms for easy reference during medical
appointments, record doctor’s instructions, and privately share updates with family members. Keep track
of medical appointments, therapy sessions, and prescription refills.
Free | iPad
Healthspek
http://www.healthspek.com/
A free tool that allows you to easily track, collect and safely share your personal and family health records,
manage medications and store legal documents. Your record resides on your iPad and is stored securely on
Healthspek’s cloud‐based servers. So if you lose your iPad, you'll never lose your chart! Tell any doctor to
go to www.chartnow.com and type in your 8‐digit Access Code. Instantly your chart appears.
Free | iPad
Note – Many providers with EMR (electronic medical records) offer free apps for their clients. The two listed above are
for anyone, regardless of insurance or clinic.

2. Symptom / Condition Trackers
Chronic Illness Assistant
http://www.chronic‐illness.com/
The Chronic Illness Assistant has been built to help the day to day lives of people with chronic illnesses. The
system consists of two parts, this app and the Chronic Illness Assistant website. This app lets you track all
aspects of your care including treatments, symptoms, activity and food intake. An account on the
www.chronic‐illness.com website is required to use this app.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Seizure Log
http://www.seizuretracker.com/iPhoneApp/Seizure_Diary_iPhone.php
Logging seizures and keeping good records is an essential skill for managing epilepsy and it has never been
easier! App users can time and videotape seizures simultaneously in this revolutionary and simple‐to‐use
application. When you stop the video and timer, it immediately creates an event log that is stored in a
seizure library. You can also use this app to log seizures without videos attached.
Free | iPhone
AsthmaMD By Mobile Breeze
http://www.asthmamd.org/
AsthmaMD is the original asthma research app. Keep a journal of your asthma easily and quickly. Visualize
your asthma activity on a color graph. Share asthma diary and color graph with your physician.
Track how medication is helping you manage asthma. Instantly map your PFM to severity zones.
Track asthma triggers such as: Allergies, Pollens, Pollutants, etc.
Free | iPhone
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3. Medication Reminders
MedCoach Medication Reminder
http://www.greatcall.com/medical‐apps/Medcoach
MedCoach is an easy‐to‐use medical app that helps you remember to take your medications and pills at the
right time and day. MedCoach can also connect to your pharmacy to refill your prescriptions. MedCoach is
medication management and a medication reminder made easy.
Free | Android, iPhone/iPad
Dosecast
http://www.montunosoftware.com/products/dosecast/about/
Dosecast is the most flexible and easy‐to‐use app for the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad to help you
remember to take your medications or vitamins on time. Dosecast reliably sends dose reminders with or
without an internet connection.
Free | Android, iPhone/iPad
RxmindMe Prescription / Medicine Reminder and Pill Tracker
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/rxmindme‐prescription‐medicine/id379864173?mt=8
RxmindMe is a reminder app for your medications, vitamins and supplements. It allows you to enter all
your dosage information, set up reminders and keep track of when you take them. Ability to search the
entire FDA Drug Database for your medications. All of your prescription information is secure and is only
stored on your iPhone. You can even protect it with a passcode.
Free | iPhone

4. ICE – In Case of Emergency
Uses iPhone/iPad wallpaper to include emergency information if your phone is locked.
ICE Standard with Smart911™
http://emergencystandard.org/
ICE Standard applications can help save your life by putting your emergency health information on the lock
screen of your phone so EMTs can get it as quickly as possible, and by working with Smart911™ so that if
you call 911 while in a Smart911‐enabled community operators get your med information automatically.
.99 | iPhone
Emergency Contact
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/emergency‐contact/id318518131?mt=8
Have important emergency information available at a glance on your iPhone or iPod touch's wallpaper. Let
an emergency responder find your ICE (In Case of Emergency) info quicker‐‐even if your iPhone uses the
security lock. Quickly customize any photo to add your name, contacts, and medical information. Even add
an identification photo. Then set the customized image as your iPhone's wallpaper.
Free | iPhone
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5. Caregiver‐to‐Caregiver Communication
Care for Me
http://www.careappsaustralia.com.au/
Care for me allows all care requirements to be recorded and reviewed in video, photo or text format. All
needs are recorded within categories to provide clear and easily accessible instructions of the cares
required.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad
About my day
http://www.canassist.ca/EN/main/programs/available‐apps.html
About My Day allows caregivers, family members and health‐care professionals to make notes about the
daily events and experiences of an individual with whom they are working throughout the day. This app is
designed to replace paper journals that are often carried in a binder.
Free | iPad
VitaCare
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/vitacare/id550115994?mt=8
A unique software product that allows caregivers, either personal or professional, to maintain constant
communications with their loved one (or client). This constant contact significantly enhances the quality of
life and independence of seniors, particularly those with memory limitations, who require more support
than is allowed by the busy schedules of the caregiver, or by the distance that separates loved ones.
9.99 | Free
NOTE: Health Dashboard – for iOS8
http://www.knowyourmobile.com/mobile‐phones/apple‐ios‐8/22916/ios‐health‐app‐how‐you‐use‐it‐
properly
“The idea behind Health is brilliant: it acts as one centralized hub or dashboard for all your health data from
various third‐party health apps, like wireless body scales, run trackers, sleep monitors, and more. Instead of opening up
all these individual apps they feed all your health data to the Health app via a new framework in iOS 8 called HealthKit.
The Health app, in turn, allows these third‐party health apps to access your health data from other apps so each
individual app can get a better picture of your overall health.”

6. Time Management
30/30
http://3030.binaryhammer.com/
A more fast‐paced and modern version of the above, 30/30 allows you to set timers to complete specific
tasks. The interface is sharp and innovative, allowing users to control the app easily with swipes and
gestures. 30/30 can also give you a better understanding of how long it really takes to do certain things.
Free/ In‐App Purchases | iPhone/iPad
Min To Go
http://neuronindustries.com/
MIN TO GO is a timer and alarm app featuring three pre‐alarm notifications. While most timers and
alarms play lots of sounds, MIN TO GO will announce, "60 minutes to go," "15 minutes to go," and "5
minutes to go." Each announcement begins with a few pleasant tones, followed by a calming female
voice. The remaining minutes are displayed right on the app's icon.
.99 | iPhone/iPad
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7. Visual Timers
Time Timer
http://www.timetimer.com/
This app displays time as a red disk that quietly gets smaller as time elapses. Children as young as three
understand that when the red is gone, time is up! Highly recommended by experts in professional
organizing, healthcare, ADHD/ Autism and parenting.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad, Android
Vis Timer
http://mindfultools.gnoup.com/
Visual thinkers, especially when they are children, have difficulty conceptualizing time. The VisTimer was
developed to provide a gentle implementation of time imposed limits. It utilizes an animated shrinking pie
chart to depict elapsed time.
1.99 | iPhone/iPad

8. Reminder Apps
Due
http://www.dueapp.com/
A to‐do list might help you keep track of tasks, but only if you remember to look at it. Written notes can’t
sound an alarm when it’s time to walk the dog or go to your next meeting, but the Due app can. This easy,
fast app lets you set up reminders in a matter of seconds. 4.99 | iPhone/iPad, Desktop
Voice Reminders
http://www.gzero.com/
Your reminders, in your voice, in your words, delivered on time, every time. Remember everything, forget
nothing with this voice 'to‐do' list. Simply speak your personal memo, set the time and date, be reminded
in your voice. No need to type text! Using Apple's local notification technology, VoCal fuses a Dictaphone,
Calendar and Alarm system into one.
Free | iPhone/iPad/iTouch

9. To Do List
Clear
http://realmacsoftware.com/clear
Clear is the revolutionary to‐do and reminders app that makes you more productive. Simple gesture‐
based design that allows you to focus on your to‐dos, use separate lists to organize every aspect of your
life.
4.99 | iPhone/iPad, Desktop
Remember the Milk
http://www.rememberthemilk.com/
Take your to‐do list anywhere with this feature‐packed app; never forget the milk (or anything else) again.
Remember The Milk is everywhere you are: from mobile to the web to apps including Outlook, iCal,
Gmail, Google Calendar, Twitter, and more.
Free | Android, Blackberry, iPhone/iPad, Desktop
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Any.do
http://www.any.do/
Any.do is an all‐in‐one life manager. Save time organizing your family tasks, work projects and personal
todo’s in one place, while collaborating with others to be more productive. Our task planner key features
include: seamless cloud sync, speech recognition, customizable time and location reminders, shared tasks,
multimedia notes, and gesture support.
Free, In‐App Purchases | Android, iPhone/iPad, Web, Desktop
Finish
http://getfinish.com/
The self‐styled “To Do List for Procrastinators”, what’s special about this one is the feeling of achievement
it strives to give you. When you finish a task, simply swipe over it and gain a checkmark, along with a nice
rewarding sound. In addition, all your completed tasks are automatically archived, so you can finally stop
rifling through your laundry in search of those old paper lists.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Priority Matrix
http://www.appfluence.com/priority_matrix_ipad_detailed?support‐pm‐ipad
Priority Matrix is a powerful, yet easy‐to‐use task‐management tool that's ideal for ADHDers who need to
see their tasks. Sort tasks into one of four quadrants: Critical and Immediate, Critical but not Immediate,
Not Critical but Immediate, and Uncategorized. Manipulate the size/colors of each section, add icons,
and select the percentage completed. You can indicate due dates, start dates, and repeat dates with push notifications.
Free | iPad

10. Step by Step Instructions
Stepping Stones
http://www.getshinythings.com/
Stepping Stones is a personal visual organizer for prompting daily routines and schedules. Designed for
users with developmental disabilities, this user‐friendly app assists in building independence. The simple
interface allows a caregiver to create a routine, or ‘Path’, for the user to follow. The Path then works as
reminder with visual and audio guides to act as prompts.
.99 | iPhone
CanPlan
http://www.canassist.ca/EN/main/programs/available‐apps.html
CanPlan promotes independence and builds confidence by helping people with cognitive challenges
complete tasks successfully. Virtually any activity can be broken into a sequence of easy‐to‐follow steps,
illustrated by photos and reinforced with optional text and audio. Scheduling and reminder features ensure
each task gets done on time.
14.99 | iPhone/iPad
Can Journal
http://www.canassist.ca/EN/main/programs/available‐apps.html
CanJournal is a software app that allows users with memory challenges to record their milestones and
setbacks on an iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad and play them back later so that they can retrace their recent
past. When the app is selected, buttons appear on the screen: for recording videos, shooting photos,
playing and sharing them, and labelling new entries.
Free | iPhone/iPad
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GoalPlanDo
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/goalplando/id961194974?mt=8
GoalPlanDo brings a simplified method for completing a project right to your tablet or phone. This step‐by‐
step method of planning guides the user with ease to executing a long term project from conceptualization
to completion. GoalPlanDo makes project management simple. Adaptable for children and adults. This
application is designed for all audiences, however it is beneficial for individuals with Intellectual/Developmental
Disabilities, Autism Disorders, Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBI), and Frontal Lobe Disorders.
1.99 | iPhone/iPad

11. Schedules
Peek Calendar
http://www.peekcalendar.com/
Peek is a quick and simple to use calendar for your iPhone. It is designed to be glanceable and intuitive.
Peek presents the essentials in a easy to understand manner, without overwhelming you with data you
might not need for an on‐the‐go experience. Life can be stressful, why not managing it in a slightly more
playful way. Peek is designed to offer a fluid, fast and fun way to have a glance at your schedule. 2.99 | iPhone
Sunrise Calendar
https://calendar.sunrise.am/
Sunrise is a free calendar app made for Google Calendar, iCloud and Exchange. Reminders. Timezone
Support. Facebook Events and Birthdays included. See faces and profiles of people you are meeting with
using LinkedIn. Weather forecast based on your location. Smart icons. Tag location to events. Use Google
Maps for Directions. Connect multiple Google Calendars.
Free | iPhone/iPad, Android
iStudiez Pro
http://istudentpro.com/
iStudiez Pro is the unique application for students which combines tracking schedule, homework and
grades with a delightful user experience. Syncs data with iOS and Mac OS versions of the app. Supports
Windows 7‐8.1.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad, Mac, Windows
Class Timetable
http://icemediacreative.com/portfolio/
Class Timetable is the perfect companion for school, college or university. Keep track of classes and add
events to your week's schedule with ease. Swipe left and right to see what's coming up in your schedule, or
rotate your device to see your timetable presented in a beautiful week display. KEEP TRACK OF
HOMEWORK ‐ with a built in task list, you can do more than just manage your schedule. Keep track of when your college
assignment is due, or easily remember what you've got left to do for your school homework.
Free | iPhone/iPad
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12. Visual Schedules
Daily Living Visual Scheduler
http://gbpapps.com/web/
A powerful easy‐to‐use task scheduling calendar . This application was developed to help children establish,
organize and maintain a structured schedule of daily activities. This application is designed for autistic and
ADHD children, but can easily be used by any child who requires more structure in their daily routines.
4.99 | iPad
iPrompts
http://www.handholdadaptive.com/iPrompts.html
iPrompts® contains a suite of visual support tools designed to improve attention to task, increase
understanding of upcoming events, smooth transitions to new environments, and empower visual thinkers
to stay organized and communicate preferences. Delivering visual supports through smartphones and
tablets.
49.99 | iPhone/iPad
Visual Schedule Planner
http://www.goodkarmaapplications.com/our‐apps.html
A completely customizable visual schedule iPad app that is designed to give an individual an audio/visual
representation of the “events in their day". In addition, events that require more support can be linked to
an “activity schedule” or “video clip” to help model the task even further. For individuals who may benefit
from visual support to ease transitions, anxiety, or who simply need a way to visually represent their day.
14.99 | iPhone/iPad
Picture Scheduler
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/picture‐scheduler/id315050461?mt=8
Picture Scheduler is tasks organizer for people with disabilities. App was optimized for creating and
organizing personal tasks for individuals with disabilities. We thought that it would be great to create an
app, which can help thousands of people who rely on visual and auditory supports to do their common
tasks easily.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad

13. Materials Modification
Modifications are changes in what a student is expected to learn. The changes are made to provide a student with
opportunities to participate meaningfully and productively along with other students in classroom and school learning
experiences. Modifications include changes in the following: instructional level, content/curriculum, performance criteria,
and assignment structure‐paper/pencil work.
Worksheet Wizard Lite
http://literacycentre.com.au/
Application is useful for parents, educators and schools who work with or have children that are learning
to read, have English as a second language or children who cannot communicate vocally and/or have
difficulty writing. This application makes it easier for children to respond to text based questions without a
need to write. The content for this application is based around the topic of colors. You can change, modify and create
their own text and picture based worksheets.
Free | iPad
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iAnnotate
http://www.iannotate.com/
Use iAnnotate to read, mark up, and share PDF, DOC, PPT and image files! Join the over 1 million users
worldwide who say iAnnotate is “an indispensable tool to have,” and “the reason I bought an iPad.”
9.99 | iPad, Android
SnapType For Occupational Therapy
https://www.facebook.com/SnapType
Helps students who have difficulty writing. Students can take pictures of their worksheets in class and use
the iPad keyboard to type in answers. Images taken are not particularly clean or clear, but offer a quick
and easy way for students with good reading and spelling skills to complete worksheets using word
processing or speech to text if supported with Wi‐Fi or accurate speech recognition.
Free/ 2.99 for Pro | iPhone/iPad
PDF Expert 5
https://readdle.com/products/pdfexpert5
The app includes annotation, editing, and management with easy to use built in text‐to‐speech. Students
read a PDF worksheet with text‐to‐speech and complete the worksheet with the annotation features. PDF
Expert can also connect to your Google Drive or Dropbox for easy upload and download.
9.99 | iPhone/iPad
Touch It Up
http://www.tangledtech.net/
Change your hard‐copy worksheet to a digital page you can mark up, edit and share. Plus you can reuse the
worksheets over and over. No more trips to the copier. Keep the work you already created and give it a
new life on your digital device.
1.99 | iPad

14. Habit Development / Behavior Modification
MotivAider
http://habitchange.com/motivaider‐for‐mobile.php
It works in the background to cut through the clutter and keep your attention focused on making any
particular change you've decided to make. First you decide on a desired behavior and devise a brief
personal message that will remind and urge you to engage in that behavior. Next you choose a prompt ‐
either vibration only or vibration accompanied by an alarm.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad, Andriod
HomeRoutines
http://www.homeroutines.com/
Do you forget when to mop the kitchen floor or dust the curtains? HomeRoutines organizes your chores
for you and breaks them up into manageable room‐by‐room chunks, so you never feel overwhelmed. This
app makes the mundane more fun by awarding you a gold star for each job you complete. Test yourself by
setting the timer and seeing how much cleaning you can get done in 10 or 15 minutes. Once the house is sparkling,
review your list of completed jobs and pat yourself on the back — or send it to your housemate as a reminder of just
how hard you’ve worked to tidy up the place.
4.99 | iPhone/iPad
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Coach.me
https://www.coach.me/
Like a sticker chart for adults, Coach.me helps you build habits. The app combines social networking and a
daily chart to help you track when and how often you're doing an action. The ability to tap into a
supportive community to give or receive "props" (similar to a Facebook "like") increases the chance that
you will take action. Available habits range from "Floss Teeth" or "Clear Clutter" to the more difficult "Wake Up on
Time." You also get daily tips and pats on the back for completing tasks.
Free | iPhone/iWatch
Persistence
http://www.junderoo.com/
A simple and easy to use goal and habit motivator and tracker. Its smart reminders and views help you set
and keep goals and track your habits. Quick and easy to make updates to your progress and interact with
your goal data in numerous ways, keep notes with each progress update and keep and journal progress
notes, a daily reminder informs you of all goals that need to be worked on for that day, set individual "smart" reminders
for a specific time on individual goals and more.
1.99 | iPhone/iPad
Timeful
http://www.timeful.com/
Your events, to‐dos and good habits all appear on your daily calendar. Create habits that repeat daily,
weekly or monthly and track your progress. Schedule your to‐dos and habits by simply dragging them
directly onto your calendar and get reminders to make progress when the time comes.
Free | iPhone/iPad

15. Alternative Input – Keyboards
Keedogo
http://www.assistiveware.com/product/keedogo
Keedogo is designed for children and young students who just started to read, write and type. The
simplified layout helps beginning typers to focus on learning rather than being distracted by superfluous
functions. Keedogo Plus adds word prediction to speed up typing and build confidence.
4.99 | iPad
ABC Keyboard
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/abc‐keyboard‐alphabetical/id960797038?mt=8
The ABC Keyboard can help increase computer accessibility and productivity for children, individuals with
special needs, and even the average two fingered typist. The alphabetical ordering of its keys empowers
those with no traditional keyboard training to more easily use modern computing devices.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Keeble
http://www.assistiveware.com/product/keeble
Allows students and adults with physical or vision impairments to type in any app.
Keeble is an iOS 8 keyboard that allows individuals with fine‐motor challenges or vision impairments to
type in any app on iPad. Switch users will significantly benefit from the optimized scanning layouts. Use
Keeble's broad customization options to personalize the keyboard to the user's needs.
14.99 | iPad
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EZ Keys
http://panthertechnology.com/
The six letters Q,J.V,X,K,Z make up only 2% of the keys you hit. But they take up 23% of the keyboard
space. By putting these seldom‐used letters on a second keyboard, every other key on your main keyboard
becomes SIXTY‐FIVE‐PERCENT BIGGER! And, instead, you find hitting all the other keys you need is easier.
Mistakes are fewer. And typing is faster and less frustrating than ever before. Especially if you have motor issues or
disabilities.
1.99 | iPad
One Handed Keyboard
http://stonelightpictures.com/
Reach all the letters with just your thumb, especially on the biggest iPhones. Quickly switch between left
and right handed typing. Switch between full keyboard mode and one‐handed keyboard mode by holding
the space bar. Automatic dark and light theme to match the user interface. Customizable color.
1.99 | iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
Blink Keyboard
https://twitter.com/blink_kbd
Blink Keyboard is a one‐hand, fast typing, resizable and emoji board. It features: Auto‐Correct+, more than
just auto‐correct; Resizable keyboard: resizable for one‐hand typing on larger iPhones; Move cursor
gesture: tap move first row to move cursor position; Quick Text: define and insert your frequently used text
(eg: email or home address); Dedicated comma, full stop, delete word & clear all key; Long press first row for Emojis (no
switching needed!); Word Complete/Suggestions & Next Word suggestions.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Minuum
http://minuum.com/
Billed as "the little keyboard for big fingers," an appealing prospect for those with pudgy digits and big‐
screen devices. Featuring autocorrect in 13 languages, smart word prediction, emoji and color themes,
Minuum packs in the best features from our lineup, along with a few other niceties.
3.99 | iPhone, Andriod
Fleksy the flexible
http://fleksy.com/
And then we come to Fleksy — a keyboard brimming with confidence in its ability to understand what you
meant to type, not what you actually typed. So it’s done away with boundaries between letters. Sloppy
typing is positively encouraged here. (On Android, Fleksy even has an entirely invisible keyboard mode.) In
addition to an ultra enthusiastic auto‐correct algorithm, Fleksy’s keyboard supports gestures for selecting an alternative
word spelling, or deleting mistyped words. And it lays claim to typing speed records. The keyboard can also be
customized in size and color.
Free | iPhone/iPad
SwiftKey for iOS
http://swiftkey.com/en/
If you do want to swap the stock iOS keyboard for something not made in Cupertino there’s plenty of
alternatives to choose from. The SwiftKey predictive engine learns how you write and adapts its
predictions to your syntax and slang. A cloud profile feature that lets you connect it with your Facebook
and Google accounts so it learns more about your language use, to generate better predictions. Used by Stephen
Hawking
Free | iPhone/iPad, Android
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Ginger Keyboard
http://www.gingersoftware.com/ios‐keyboard‐page
Ginger takes a different approach than the others on this list by helping you improve your grammar and
writing style as you type. Beyond simple predictions, the keyboard is packed with tools to proofread, check
your grammar, find synonyms, rephrase awkward sentences, and translate texts into other languages.
There's also a dictionary that you can customize with names, locations, slang, and unique words.
Free | iPhone/iPad

16. Abbreviation Expansion Apps
TextExpander
http://smilesoftware.com/TextExpander/touch/index.html
Create customized abbreviation shortcuts with TextExpander to help write faster without worrying about
spelling errors. Expand custom keyboard shortcuts into frequently‐used text snippets.
4.99 | iPhone, Mac Desktop
Brevity
http://www.underwareapps.com/brevity
Brevity remembers the frequency of the words you use, so that you can abbreviate them and compose text
in record time. It works on the principle that most words can by uniquely identified using less letters than
they actually contain and it let's you write them that way. Just start typing a word using the first letter or
first consonant and continue writing any letter in the word in the proper order.
.99 | iPhone
TypeIt4Me Touch
http://www.ettoresoftware.com/products/typeit4metouch/
TypeIt4Me Touch is a text expander app for speedier typing on the move. Save time and type what you
want to say more quickly using short abbreviations that instantly expand into longer snippets of text as you
go along, without missing a beat. Want to type "Best regards"? Just type "br" and leave TypeIt4Me to
expand it to "Best regards". Create a library of shorthand abbreviations for snippets of text that you use all the time and
these will automatically be expanded on the fly as you tap them out on the keyboard.
4.99 | iPhone/iPad/iPod touch

17. Word Prediction
Co‐Writer for iOS
http://donjohnston.com/cowriterapp/
A writing tool that aids with phonetic/inventive spelling, grammar, and topic‐related vocabulary. As letters
are typed, Co:Writer predicts the intended word with a selection of word suggestions using powerful
grammar‐smart word prediction. These suggestions can be read aloud with a swipe. Selecting the intended
word places it into the document. For feedback while writing (and after writing) built‐in text to speech can be used to
read letters, words, sentences, and the entire document.
19.99 | iPhone/iPad
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Typ‐O
http://typ‐o.com/
Typ‐O is simple and easy to use. To get started just start typing, Typ‐O then predicts the word you are
trying to type. You can touch the word to accept the predicted word or you can press on a speaker button
to have the word spoken using a text‐to‐speech voice. The word prediction is very good and can help
improve spelling. Hearing the sentence read back to you using text‐to‐speech can also help improve grammar.
4.99 | iPhone/iPad
NOTE: Many related apps include some form of word prediction.

18. Handwriting Recognition
MyScript Stack ‐ Handwriting Keyboard
http://myscript.com/technology/technical‐demonstrations/
The free MyScript — Stack keyboard app for iOS 8 supports a more utilitarian type of scribbling by letting
users draw letters or characters on the screen then transcribing them into text above.
Free | iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
WritePad
http://www.phatware.com/
WritePad is a text editor for iPhone that utilizes advanced handwriting recognition input for the English
language as well as iPhone keyboard for text entry, and includes spell checker, context analyzer, and
standard editing operations such as copy, cut, paste, etc. It recognizes cursive, PRINT, and mixed
handwriting styles.
3.99 | iPhone/iPad

19. Voice Control
Vocalia
http://www.creaceed.com/
Vocalia is a speech recognition application giving you access to some contents on your iPhone or iPod
touch. Voice dialing for the iPhone. Vocalia helps you find your contacts in your address book, and
automatically calls the number you want. Searching for songs in the iTunes library for the iPhone and iPod
touch.
3.99 iPhone/iPad
Note: You can also use voice control built into iOS including Siri.
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20. Speech Recognition
In speech recognition the technology takes spoken words and translates them into type. Speech recognition provides
access to computers not only for users who have physical disabilities, but also for those who have constraints related to
fatigue, poor handwriting, spatial organization, or spelling. Speech recognition also provides immediate constructive
feedback, as users see their own words transformed into written text with correct formatting and grammar.
Dragon Dictation
http://www.nuance.com/for‐individuals/mobile‐applications/
An easy‐to‐use voice recognition application powered by Dragon® NaturallySpeaking® that allows you to
easily speak and instantly see your text or email messages. In fact, it’s up to five (5) times faster than
typing on the keyboard. You can also dictate status updates directly to your Social Networking
applications (Facebook and Twitter) or send notes and reminders to yourself….all using your voice.
Free | iPhone/iPad, Android
Voice Recognition – Recorder & Translator, Speak to Text
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/voice‐recognition‐recorder/id534482066?mt=8
Use dictation to send messages, save notes, update your facebook status, tweet, and send Tumblr.
Support multiple languages: English, Chinese, Deutsch, Française, 한국어, 日本語, Русский, Portuguese,
Italiano, Español and much more!
Free / .99 to remove ads | iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
Voice Assistant
http://www.quanticapps.com/
Voice Assistant is an easy‐to‐use voice recognition application that allows you to easily speak and instantly
see your text or email messages. In fact, it’s up to five (5) times faster than typing on the keyboard. With
Voice Assistant you can also dictate status updates directly to your Social Networking applications
(Facebook and Twitter)….all using your voice. So when you’re on‐the‐go, stop typing and start speaking – from short
text messages to longer email messages, and anything in between.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad/iPod touch

21. Mind Mapping / Graphic Organizers
Mind maps and graphic organizers helps students organize their ideas and understand concepts better. Since an outline
is sequential, it can be difficult to work with, especially for students that struggle with the process. Mind mapping is a
freer, non‐sequential way to organize material, making the process more coherent; in particular for students that may
not be process oriented, but visually oriented. Mind mapping is also recognized as an assistive tool where for instance,
students with Asperger or dyslexia will benefit from the mind mapping method.
Simple Mind
http://www.simpleapps.eu/simplemind/
A Mind Mapping tool that turns your iPad, iPhone or iPod touch into a brainstorming, idea collection and
thought structuring device.
Free to Try, $4.99 | iPhone/iPad, Android, Desktop
Inspiration Maps
http://www.inspiration.com/inspmaps
A mind mapping app perfect for pre‐writing and getting your ideas out onto paper. Inspiration Maps
makes it easy to make great looking webs and outlines on the go.
9.99 | iPad
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MindNode
http://mindnode.com/
Makes mind mapping easy. Mind maps are a visual representation of your ideas, starting with a central
thought and growing from there. This allows you to brainstorm & organize your thoughts in an intuitive
way, so you can focus on the idea behind it.
9.99 | iPhone/iPad
Tools 4 Students 2
http://mobilelearningservices.com/applications/tools‐4‐students/
This app features 25 different graphic organizers for intermediate and secondary students to use to
organize their thinking while reading or preparing to write, including 3 Circle Venn Diagram, alphabet grid,
timeline, pre‐writing templates that include spaces to write transition sentences, document analysis, and
7 unlabeled organizers ready for teachers and students to use anyway they please.
0.99 | iPhone/iPad

22. Outline Development Tools
An outline shows the order of the topics, their importance and relationship to each other. It is a way to break down
material into parts. This information is directed toward a student preparing for a composition paper or speech. This
approach can help linear thinkers who are word‐oriented (non‐visual).
Outline Creator
http://gentlesoft.net/en/outline‐creator/
Shape the Outline of Your Idea ‐ Outline Processor assist to describe the structure of text. You can create
structured list quickly and change in the sequence and composition of the list directly. Helps in many
situations creating table of contents of slides or articles and writing down notes of meeting.
Free/1.99 Remove Ads | iPhone/iPad
Outline
http://www.catalystwo.com/index_en.html
Outline ‐ a simple editor for iPhone. Allows you to create notes, shopping lists, to‐do lists, organize and
re‐order hierarchy at your fingertip. Pinch and open at any location. Swipe to indent / un‐indent .99 |
iPhone

23. Word Finding Difficulties / Aphasia
Naming TherAppy
http://tactustherapy.com/app/naming/
Designed to facilitate word retrieval among children and adults who have word recall difficulties. Naming
TherAppy is the best‐selling word‐finding app to help people with aphasia and children with special needs
practice important naming and description skills, and now you can add your own images!
Free to try/24.99 | iPhone/iPad, Android
iName it
http://www.smartyearsapps.com/
iName It is specifically designed to help individuals with difficulty recalling the names of common items
found in the home. Developed by speech‐language pathologists, iName It provides users with a
systematic way to recall functional words needed for activities of daily living.
14.99 | iPad
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24. Text‐to‐Speech Apps
Text‐to‐speech relieves the burden of decoding for struggling readers, allowing them to focus on comprehension (Wise,
Ring, & Olson, 2000) and improving their endurance in completing reading assignments (Hecker, Burns, Elkind, Elkind, &
Katz, 2002). Research has also shown that students with learning disabilities identify and correct more errors in their
compositions when they use text‐to‐speech for proofreading (Higgins & Raskind, 1995).
Speak It
http://www.future‐apps.net/
Have Speak it read your emails, favorite news articles, documents and more while you exit the app and
do other things with your iDevice! Copy emails, documents, web pages, PDF files, and more; paste them
into Speak it!, and have the text spoken back to you with the highest quality text to speech engine
available anywhere. You can even create the same quality audio files of the text to speech which can then be emailed
to anyone you like!
1.99 | iPhone/iPad
iReadWrite
http://www.texthelp.com/North‐America
iReadWrite makes reading easier and ensures accurate writing as you use your iPad for school, work, or
leisure. This easy‐to‐use reading and writing App runs directly on the iPad with no Wi‐Fi or 3G access
necessary. It includes powerful support features that benefit struggling readers and writers of all ages,
especially those with dyslexia, dysgraphia, or other learning difficulties.
19.99 | iPad
Voice Dream Reader
http://www.voicedream.com/
Voice Dream Reader is an app for iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch that supports people who prefer reading
in different ways. Voice Dream can read documents from a number of sources with multiple high quality
text‐to‐speech voices. Users can import PDFs, Word documents, text files, webpages, and even
Bookshare books into the app. Once the text is loaded into the app you can listen to it using text‐to‐speech, highlight
the text, search for a specific words or phrases, and get definitions for unknown words. Among many other uses, Voice
Dream Reader is a terrific Bookshare book reader for students.
9.99 | iPhone/iPad
Read 2 Go
http://read2go.org/
From within Read2Go, you can browse, search, download, and read books directly from Bookshare using
your Bookshare membership, as well as read DAISY books from other sources. The app gives you full
control over visual choices for font size and color, background and highlighting color, and text‐to‐speech
preferences. Read2Go features word‐by‐word highlighting for multi‐modal reading.
19.99 | iPhone/iPad
Learning Ally Audio
https://www.learningally.org/
Learning Ally, formerly Recording for the Blind & Dyslexic, is committed to making reading accessible for
all who learn differently. We provide over 75,000 audiobooks, audio textbooks, and other recorded books
to help anyone who experiences difficulty in reading print material succeed.
Free | iPhone/iPad
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Prizmo
http://www.creaceed.com/
Prizmo is an optical character recognition (OCR) app for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. The app gives
students the ability to take a picture of a text documents and have it read back to them using text‐to‐
speech in seconds. So if students comes across a document that they can’t read they can use Prizmo to
quickly take a picture and have it read back to them.
9.99 iPhone/iPad
KNFB Reader
http://www.knfbreader.com/
The KNFB Reader converts printed text into high quality speech to provide accurate, fast, and efficient
access to both single and multiple page documents with the tap of a button on the iPhone. Picture
accuracy is facilitated by a Field of View Report, Automatic Page Detection, and Tilt Control.
99.99 | iPhone

25. Note Taking
Includes apps with handwriting input with audio record supplement, and handwriting‐to‐digital text.
Notability
http://www.gingerlabs.com/
A powerful note‐taker to annotate documents, sketch ideas, record lectures, and more. It combines
handwriting, typing, audio recordings, and photos so you can create notes that fit your needs. Handwrite
notes or sketch ideas using gorgeous variable width ink in a variety of colors. Snap a photo of a whiteboard
in the classroom or while researching in the field to add to your note. Audio recordings automatically link to your notes.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad
AudioNote ‐ Notepad and Voice Recorder
http://luminantsoftware.com/
AudioNote combines the functionality of a notepad and voice recorder to create a powerful tool that will
save you time while improving the quality of your notes. It’s the perfect app for students or business. By
synchronizing notes and audio, AudioNote automatically indexes your meetings, lectures, interviews, or
study sessions. Need to review the discussion about deliverables on your next project?
4.99 | iPhone/iPad
SoundNote
http://soundnote.com/
This high‐quality recording app is helpful for teens, college students, and adults when taking notes at
meetings, lectures or interviews. It allows for simultaneous recording and typing or handwritten notes. It
tracks what you type and draw while recording audio, so you'll never worry about missing an important
detail. During playback, just tap a word: SoundNote will jump right to the proper time in the audio.
4.99 | iPad, Mac Desktop
Notes Plus
http://notesplusapp.com/
Notes Plus is a powerful note‐taking tool that supports handwriting, typing, audio recording and document
annotation, among other things. Special features include close‐up writing mode, beautiful ink effects,
shape detection, a complete folder structure, a variety of export options, automatic backup to Dropbox
and so forth.
9.99 | iPad
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MetaMoJi Note
http://noteanytime.com/en/
MetaMoJi Note is a note and sketchbook app, PDF annotation tool, voice memo and digital scrapbook for
your life. Capture your ideas anytime with quick voice recordings, advanced handwriting recognition and
handwriting to text conversion, or annotate Office and PDF documents. Use the app as a high resolution
sketchbook with a vast color wheel palette, pastel colors and advanced calligraphy pens. MetaMoJi Note is a virtual
whiteboard for sketching, annotation, scrapbooking or digital mashup of notes and voice.
Free | iPhone/iPad, Android and Windows
WritePad Pro
http://www.phatware.com/index.php?q=page/writepadpro/ipad#
WritePad Pro combines ultimate word processing and note‐taking functionality, sketch capabilities,
numerous file sharing options, and the state‐of‐the‐art handwriting recognition to create the ultimate
writing app. WritePad Pro also features integration with events, contacts, maps, and other iOS resources.
Self‐learning adaptive handwriting recognition engine.
9.99 | iPhone/iPad

26. Reference
Thesaurus Free
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/thesaurus‐free/id966630724?mt=8
This application is an interactive offline English Thesaurus Dictionary app. It has more than 270,000
definitions, synonyms & antonyms. Visual view shows meaning and connections among associated words.
Will show the definition and examples above. Pronunciation for word and examples.
Free | iPhone/iPad
TheSaurus ‐ Interactive Visual Thesaurus
http://shad.io/TheSaurus/
TheSaurus is an interactive visual thesaurus. When you search for a word, the word and its synonyms are
presented as a graph. The word node that was searched becomes the root of the graph and is centered in
the middle. If you tap on a node, you will be presented with the node's definition. Since a word's definition
is its set of meanings, all of its meanings will be presented when it is tapped.
2.99 | iPhone/iPad
Word Forest
https://sites.google.com/site/logicmelody21/home/word‐forest
Grow your word trees in the ‘Word Forest’.
With ‘Word Forest’, you can efficiently learn English words using association. Features Easy Touch Control :
Associate, un‐associate, paint, show, hide and zoom in/out words; 100+ predefined words templates Word
Tag : Recommended words list for TOEIC, SAT, etc. Support Audio Pronunciation
Free | iPhone/iPad
Audio dictionary ‐ WordWeb American English by WordWeb Software
http://www.wordwebsoftware.com/WordWebiPhone.html
A quick, easy to use, and comprehensive American English dictionary/thesaurus with 70 000 professionally
recorded audio pronunciations. Fast searching, detailed definitions, synonyms, derived words, examples,
and a great user interface let you easily navigate between words as you discover and explore their
meanings.
3.99 | iPhone/iPad
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Wordflex Touch Dictionary
http://wordflex.com/
Developed exclusively for iPad and with rich content from the Oxford University Press, this fun, fascinating
tool offers a truly engaging reference for word lovers of all ages and interests. By using your fingers to
manipulate word trees, you will experience language as an interactive adventure, and will find information
quickly and easily.
Free / Full Version 4.99 | iPhone/iPad

27. Math Apps
Math Keyboard
https://thomastsopanakis.wordpress.com/
This app allows you to easily type mathematical expressions to your iPhone or iPad. Loaded with more than
200 mathematical symbols and operators makes typing math into your device a piece of cake. Store your
most used expressions to bookmarks and share them, edit them or PRINT them. Math Keyboard is using
Unicode characters.
1.99 | iPhone/iPad
Panther Math paper
http://panthertechnology.com/
Do math independently without a pencil. Special settings for beginning math and advanced math. An
amazing tool for school and learning! Built using principles of Universal Design. For anyone who uses an
iPad in school or work. Amazing alternative access for people with disabilities or struggling learners.
14.99 | iPad
TouchMath
http://www.touchmathadventures.com/
TouchMath Adventures delivers an immersive interactive version of the most successful multisensory math
curriculum available on the market. The TouchMath Adventure series of apps presents the same time‐
tested techniques used for nearly 40 years by teachers and students around the world. With its unique
multisensory TouchMath Touching/Counting approach, addition becomes fun, accessible and appealing for children of
all ability levels and learning styles.
Free / In App Purchases | iPad
ModMath
http://www.modmath.com/
Created by the parents of a child with dysgraphia, ModMath helps kids work on math problems without
using a pencil. The app gives students a piece of virtual graph paper. When they click on a cell, kids can
type in numbers, math operations and equations. Everything is automatically aligned to be clear and
legible. The app lets you type math problems right onto the touch screen of an iPad rather than write them out.
Free | iPad
Talking Scientific Calculator
http://www.adamcroser.com.au/iPhone___iPad_Apps/iPhone___iPad_Apps.html
A comprehensively featured calculator that has become a favorite among adults and high school students
around the world. Designed for a wide range of users, this calculator has large colorful buttons, optional
high contrast, full VoiceOver support, and unique to this calculator; the option to use speech for answers,
buttons names and formulas!
4.99 | iPhone/iPad
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MyScript Calculator
http://myscript.com/technology/technical‐demonstrations/
An easy, simple and intuitive mathematic demonstration, just write the mathematical expression on the
screen then let MyScript technology perform its magic converting symbols and numbers to digital text and
delivering the result in real time. With MyScript© Calculator, perform mathematical operations naturally
using your handwriting.
Free | iPhone/iPad
EzyGraphs
http://ezymaths.io/
EzyGraphs is a powerful, user friendly graphing tool. EzyGraphs comes with unique functionalities that
don't exist in other maths apps. Core features include: Super accurate display of mathematical notations;
Intuitive keyboard, similar to calculator's. No learning curve; Support multiple graphs, Natural interaction
via zoom / pan; Advanced graph analysis, Find exact coordinates w/ trace mode.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Graphing Calculator
https://www.desmos.com/
Explore math with Desmos! Plot functions, create tables, add sliders, animate your graphs, and more ‐‐ all
for free. At Desmos, we imagine a world of universal math literacy and envision a world where math is
accessible and enjoyable for all students. We believe the key is learning by doing.
Free | iPhone/iPad

28. Miscellaneous
Fun, amazing and useful one‐of‐a‐kind apps! Last but definitely not least!
Geddit – Student
http://letsgeddit.com/
Geddit is a classroom tool that lets you tell your teacher how well you understand. This information is sent
to your teacher in real‐time so that they can identify individual needs as they occur. Geddit also lets you
answer quiz questions such as short answer response and multiple choice. All check‐ins and responses are
recorded. You can view these after class to see exactly what you do, and do not know.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Unus Tactus
http://www.unustactus.com/
Unus Tactus was developed to assist people of all ages with mild cognitive and/or motor deficits by
allowing them to have an easy to use cell phone, with a simple set up. It utilizes a one touch photo dialing
system to generate phone calls using phone numbers from your existing contacts or ones that are
imported directly.
9.99 | iPhone
iComm
http://www.miasapps.com/
Picture and voice communication aid for children , Ideal for children with disabilities or pre speech toddlers.
iComm provides an affordable, custom built and easy to use communication system using pictures and
words ‐ both written and spoken. iComm is used by with children with a broad range of disabilities who
have trouble communicating such as cerebral palsy or autism.
Free to try/Full Version 6.99| iPhone
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Healthy Transitions
http://www.familyshade.org/
The Healthy Transitions app helps prepare adolescents and young adults (ages 14‐30) with special
healthcare needs, for the transition from the pediatric, to the adult health care system. Through video
training sessions and short quizzes, users will learn about the transition process, and how to take
responsibility for their health. Developed by the University of Delaware’s Center for Disabilities Studies.
Free | iPhone/iPad, Android
It's My Future!
http://www.ablelinktech.com/
It’s My Future is designed to support adults with developmental disabilities to become more self‐
determined and to meaningfully participate in their annual planning meetings. This App provides self‐paced
videos to enable people with developmental disabilities to learn more about planning meetings. Eight
sections cover topics such as Choice Making, Decision Making, Goal Setting, Community Living, and more. Narration, a
written outline, and colorful graphics support people to understand more about self‐determination.
2.99 | iPad
WOW Factor ‐ Employment
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/wow‐factor/id867322175?mt=8
The WoW Factor is a mobile app designed to help job seekers apply for jobs then interview successfully.
Designed by JobCo Employment Services, and based on 20 years’ experience helping job seekers get work,
the WoW factor provides key tips on: Developing your resume, Writing the cover letter, Company
Research, Personal Presentation, Body Language, and Interview Questions.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Planner Guide
http://www.theplannerguide.com/
Independence Anytime, Anywhere! An Organizational and Reference System for People with Social and
Cognitive Challenges. Help individuals become less prompt dependent, think for themselves and build self‐
esteem! Created for readers and non‐readers, using text and age appropriate graphics that are gender and
race neutral. Reference system that includes 135 Reference Guides of what to expect or how to do a task.
Free | iPhone/iPad
Abilipad
http://appytherapy.com/abilipad/features/
Abilipad is a customizable keyboard and adaptive notepad, with word prediction and text‐to‐speech.
Keyboard Editor enables one to quickly and easily create customized keyboard layouts: Assign each key any
letter, word, sentence or picture; Use different colors for the grid, keys and letters; Distraction‐free writing
space; Word Prediction; Text‐to‐Speech; Set the text style (font, size and color) and background color; Include images
from the image library or use your own pictures; Add, duplicate and reorder pages.
19.99 | iPad
My Health, My Choice, My Responsibility
http://www.ablelinktech.com/index.php?id=24
My Health, My Choice, My Responsibility is AbleLink’s cognitively accessible self‐directed learning App
designed for self‐paced learning of eight important topics necessary for maintaining a healthy lifestyle.
Designed to be used directly by users with special needs to learn about healthy living in a self‐directed
manner or as part of a group learning activity facilitated by an instructor using the My Health, My Choice, My
Responsibility Trainer’s Manual
19.99 | iPad
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TinyTap
http://www.tinytap.it/
Teach and learn by making personalized learning apps and playing others created daily by superstar
educators, experts, and publishers worldwide. Make & Play: Educational games, Interactive lessons and
presentations, Visual quizzes, Music activities, Illustrated stories, and Make anything interactive.
Free | iPhone/iPad, Android, Desktop
Evernote ‐ Multipurpose / All‐in‐One App
https://appcenter.evernote.com/apps
Evernote allows you to store text, photos, and audio notes on your device of choice, eliminating the need
for paper clutter. Create "notebooks" and categorize notes for recipes, an upcoming vacation, product
research, to‐do lists, and so on. Notes are tagged with geo‐location for mapping or search. All your
information is in one location, organized, and available through a simple search.
Free / 4.99 / 44.99 | iPhone/iPad/iWatch

29. App Publishers
AbleLink
http://www.ablelinktech.com/
To allow people with cognitive limitations to do the everyday tasks everyone else takes for granted.
Attainment Company
http://www.attainmentcompany.com/product‐categories/app‐central
Multiple training apps for people with developmental disabilities
Conover Company
http://www.conovercompany.com/
Includes many functional planning system apps
Hand Hold Adaptive
http://www.handholdadaptive.com/
iPromptsPro : iPrompts : StoryMaker : AutismTrack : SpeechPrompts : SharingTimer
Mobile Education Store
http://mobile‐educationstore.com/
Apps for speech and language arts development
Mobile Learning Services
http://mobilelearningservices.com/apps/
We built our own apps, Tools 4 Students, CompareNContrast, ReadNRespond and Book Chat.
Neuro Hero
http://www.neurohero.com/
Speech & Language therapy apps for aphasia, brain injury, stroke, dementia and autism. Apps to promote rehabilitation,
interaction and education
Panther Technology
http://panthertechnology.com/
Our groundbreaking apps are helping make technology more accessible for more people.
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Smarty Ears
http://smartyearsapps.com/
A family of educational apps for promoting speech & language skills. All developed by certified speech‐language
pathologists & teachers
Special iApps
http://www.specialiapps.com/
Educational apps to help your child learn
Speech Therapy Apps
https://www.virtualspeechcenter.com/
We offer a wide range of mobile applications for speech therapy developed for IPad and IPhone devices.
Tactus Therapy Solutions
http://tactustherapy.com/
Tactus Therapy apps are effective speech therapy tools for adults recovering from acquired communication disorders
such as aphasia. They’re also effective tools for kids struggling to overcome language delays and articulation problems.
Thomas Tsopanakis Apps
https://thomastsopanakis.wordpress.com/
Lists To‐do, tally counters, Math Keyboard, Sticky Notes HD, Countdown Date & Time Calculator (9 in 1),
Percentages Calculator
University of Victoria
http://www.canassist.ca/EN/main/programs/available‐apps.html
Has developed a number of apps for people with intellectual disabilities.

30. Information & Reviews
Apps for Children with Special Needs
http://a4cwsn.com/
Apps in Education
http://appsineducation.blogspot.com/
Apps for speech therapy
http://appsforspeechtherapy.blogspot.com/
AppyMall Apps for Autism
http://www.appymall.com/appystore/AppsforAutism
Assistive Technology Blog
http://bdmtech.blogspot.com/
Best Mobile Apps for Kids with Special Needs
https://www.care.com/a/22‐best‐mobile‐apps‐for‐kids‐with‐special‐needs‐1205211605
Bridging Apps – An Easter Seals Program
http://bridgingapps.org/listscreen/
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Complete Guide to educational and special needs apps
http://www.oneplaceforspecialneeds.com/main/library_special_needs_apps.html
GeekSLP: Your source of educational apps and technology
http://www.geekslp.com/
Guide to Special Needs Apps
http://www.kidspeech.com/resources/guide‐to‐special‐needs‐apps.html
Learning Difficulties and Special Needs Guide
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/guide/special‐needs
OT's with Apps & Technology
http://otswithapps.com/ots‐with‐apps‐mtool‐kit‐6‐2‐2013/apps‐by‐occupational‐performance/
Smart Apps For Special Needs
http://www.smartappsforspecialneeds.com/
Speech Gadget
http://www.speechgadget.com/p/apps‐for‐speech‐therapy‐and.html
Special Needs App Review
http://www.friendshipcircle.org/apps/
Top Ten Apps for Adolescents and Adults with Developmental Disabilities – ASHA
http://blog.asha.org/2014/02/11/top‐ten‐apps‐for‐adolescents‐and‐adults‐with‐developmental‐disabilities/
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